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**ABSTRACT**

Non-covalent interactions are rapidly gaining interest as they are often crucial in determining the properties of materials, and key to supramolecular chemistry and to biochemistry. Non-covalent Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) complexes are in particular relevant to astrochemistry and combustion chemistry where they are involved in the initial steps of condensation and soot formation, respectively. Here, we investigated non-covalent $\pi-\pi$ stacking and CH-$\pi$ interactions in naphthalene and acenaphthene clusters using high-resolution IR-UV spectroscopy in combination with quantum chemical calculations. We identified spectral shifts that occur upon complexation and thereby evaluated predicted potential energy surfaces. Although theory predicts a blueshift, a redshift is observed for the aliphatic CH-$\pi$ interactions in the experimental spectrum of acenaphthene upon dimerization, indicating that CH-$\pi$ interaction indeed affects the aliphatic bonds, while a blueshift is predicted, consequently theory deserves attention here. The results provide strong indications for a prevalent parallel naphthalene dimer, showing that $\pi-\pi$ stacking interactions become significant for bicyclic and larger PAHs.
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**1. Introduction**

The interactions governing cluster formation of small PAH molecules are receiving significant interest from both theoreticians and experimentalists [1–7]. The $\pi-\pi$ stacking and/or CH-$\pi$ interactions that may be present in these archetypal complexes can have important contributions to the structure of molecules or molecular complexes of interest in astrochemistry [8–13], biochemistry [14–16] as well as in material sciences [17,18]. Understanding and modelling these interactions is therefore crucial to get a grip on the structure of such molecular complexes, and thereby understand their function in biology and how they determine the characteristics of materials. Moreover, the PAH clusters studied here are of considerable interest to the combustion community [19,20] since they are key players in the initial steps of...
soot formation, and to the astrochemistry community because they form a link between isolated molecules and carbonaceous grains [8–13].

The geometry of PAH dimers shows two different structural preferences depending on their size. Large PAHs and even graphene favour a parallel geometry [3]. Alternatively, the significant body of experimental and theoretical work on the benzene dimer and its derivatives indicate a T-shaped geometry as the global minimum [21–23] with the parallel-displaced isomer being slightly higher in energy. Grimme [24], and later Martinez and Iverson [14], concluded that $\pi-\pi$ stacking interactions are strongly size-dependent and become significant only for parallel complexes containing more than 10–15 carbon atoms, i.e. from naphthalene or anthracene onwards. At a certain PAH size, a turning point from a T-shaped geometry, as observed in the benzene dimer, to a parallel geometry is expected, which is accompanied by a smooth change in character of the noncovalent interactions [25]. Insight into the geometry of naphthalene(-like) dimers would contribute to finding this turning point and validate the existing theory of interactions between aromatic moieties.

A number of studies have been performed on the structure of the naphthalene dimer. In most theoretical studies the ($C_2$ crossed) parallel geometry was found to be more stable than the T-shaped geometry [26–33] (see Figure 1). Interestingly, in larger clusters such as the trimer [34] or the crystal structure of smaller PAHs [8,25] a non-parallel structure, clearly differing from the parallel geometry of PAH dimers, is found. Experimental studies using electronic spectroscopy or IR matrix isolation spectroscopy have so far not provided a conclusive picture. Fluorescence spectroscopy suggests a parallel geometry as it is favoured by the singlet excimers [35]. The excimer formation appears to be a barrierless process, from which it has been concluded that the change in geometry from the ground to the excited state is minimal. Further support for a parallel geometry is provided by the Resonance Enhanced MultiPhoton Ionisation (REMPI) excitation spectrum of the non-parallel trimer-for which excimer formation is less expected- which is much sharper than that of the dimer [36]. In contrast, Gilliéron et al. concluded using REMPI spectroscopy that the naphthalene dimer-argon$_n$ complex contained a T-shaped configuration [37]. A similar geometry was deduced from matrix isolation IR spectroscopy [38]. However, in a later theoretical evaluation by Bauschlicher and Ricca it was shown that argon stabilises the T-shaped geometry relative to the parallel geometries [39]. A definitive conclusion on the geometry of the pure naphthalene dimer can therefore still not be drawn.

In the same theoretical study, the authors suggested that IR vibrational spectroscopy in the CH out-of-plane

Figure 1. (a–e) Five lowest energy-minimized structures of the acenaphthene dimer and (f–h) three lowest energy-minimized structures of the naphthalene dimer. The corresponding interaction energies are given below the structures.
and CH stretch regions could be a useful diagnostic tool to come to a conclusive determination of the ground-state structure of the naphthalene dimer. In this work, we therefore present IR absorption spectra of mass-selected naphthalene clusters obtained by ion-dip spectroscopy and discuss the implications of these spectra for the geometry of the naphthalene dimer. Besides the naphthalene dimer, IR ion-dip spectra of acenaphthene monomer and dimer in the 3 μm region are presented. In contrast to the naphthalene dimer, the structural preference of the acenaphthene dimer appears to be more straightforward due to the influence of the aliphatic groups as is supported by the theoretical calculations (see Figure 1). It can, therefore, serve as a reference system in this study. At the same time, it should be remarked that experimentally it has not been possible to come to a definite conclusion. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that in microwave spectroscopy studies by Steber et al. the dimer was not observed, which suggests that this dimer preferably adopts a parallel structure [40]. An additional interesting aspect of this dimer is that it not only displays π-π interactions but also CH-π interactions, which are evaluated here as well.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental

Experiments on acenaphthene and naphthalene were performed on samples that were heated to 80 °C in a glass sample compartment located just upstream of a Series 9 pulsed valve from General Valve. The valve was operated at 20 Hz using a backing pressure of 2.5 bar of argon. The mixed gas was expanded into a vacuum chamber, after which it passed through a skimmer. The molecular beam was excited by an IR beam in the 3 μm region, provided by a Nd:YAG laser pumped OPO laser (Laser Vision) with a bandwidth of about 0.1 cm⁻¹ and operating at 10 Hz. Mid-IR experiments were performed using radiation provided by the Free Electron Laser FELIX operating at 10 Hz [41]. After a delay of 200 ns the molecular beam was probed via REMPI with a counterpropagating UV laser beam produced by a Nd:YAG laser pumped dye laser (LiopTec) running at 20 Hz to acquire alternating IR-on and IR-off shots. The UV photon energy was set to 31,175 cm⁻¹ for acenaphthene and 32,299 cm⁻¹ for the naphthalene dimer corresponding to the maximised infrared ion gain signal and the 80₁ transition, respectively. The ionised molecules were detected in a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (R. M. Jordan Co.). The idler frequency of the OPO laser was calibrated continuously during measurements using a High Finesse WS-7 wavelength meter.

2.2. Theoretical

DFT calculations were performed with the Gaussian16 suite of programs [42] using a superfine grid and very tight optimisation criteria. The energy minima of the naphthalene and acenaphthene dimer structures depicted in Figure 1 were calculated at the B3LYP-D3/jun-cc-pVdz level of theory, interaction energies being calculated by subtracting two times the ZPE-corrected monomer energy from the ZPE-corrected energy of the dimer. A small survey using the lowest-energy, antiparallel structure was carried out to validate predicted spectra with the experimental spectra of the acenaphthene dimer employing the B3LYP-D3BJ, B97-D3BJ, APFD, wB97XD, M062X-D3, LC-wPBE-D3BJ functional in combination with the Jun-cc-pVdz basis set. The B3LYP functional was used with and without dispersion (and damping) corrections to evaluate the effects of these corrections. To check the effect of a larger or slightly different basis set, the B3LYP-D3 functional was also tested with the 6-311++G** basis set. Since the survey did not produce qualitatively different results (see Supplementary Figures 1 and 2), the calculations used for analysis of both the acenaphthene and naphthalene spectra were performed at the B3LYP/jun-cc-pVdz level of theory. To account for the dispersion interactions, the D3 empirical dispersion correction was applied [3]. Frequency calculations have been performed in the harmonic approximation as well as anharmonically using GVPT2 [43]. For a better comparison with the experiment, predicted spectra have been convoluted with a 1 cm⁻¹ FWHM Gaussian unless stated otherwise.

3. Results and discussion

In the following, we will first evaluate the experimental and theoretical IR spectra of acenaphthene as the structure of the dimer is more straightforward and its non-observation with microwave spectroscopy would suggest a parallel geometry. Spectral characteristics in the aromatic CH stretch region that reflect the geometry of the complex can subsequently be used in the second part of the results section where the infrared spectrum of the naphthalene dimer is discussed.

3.1. Aacenaphthene

The acenaphthene monomer contains four out-of-plane hydrogens and two aromatic rings. Intuitively, one expects complexes that enable both CH-π and π-π stacking interactions to show the largest stabilisation energies. This is indeed reflected by the DFT energy-minimised structures in Figure 1(a–c). In structures a–c, both of
these interactions can be present, whereas in the higher-energy structures, d and e, only CH-π interactions are present. Microwave spectroscopic studies, which provide an accurate structure of the monomer, have as yet not been able to observe signals from theacenaphthene dimer, which would be in line with the computational prediction that the non-polar anti-parallel structure is the lowest-energy structure. In this anti-parallel configuration, the out-of-plane hydrogen atoms are oriented towards the aromatic rings of the opposite but equivalent monomer unit (see Figure 1(a)). Additionally, in a broadband microwave spectroscopic study, the parallel conformation was also found for the fluorene dimer, a PAH of comparable size as acenaphthene and naphthalene [7]. Compared to the naphthalene dimer structures, the acenaphthene dimer shows a significantly higher interaction energy for acenaphthene (47.7 kJ/mol) compared to a maximum of 27.2 kJ/mol for naphthalene (Figure 1(f)). We ascribe the higher binding energy of the acenaphthene dimer to the presence of CH-π interactions that are lacking in the parallel structure of the naphthalene dimer. The T-shaped naphthalene dimer could potentially have CH-π interactions, but in such geometries, the π-π stacking interactions would be absent and they would thus be at much higher energies.

The experimental 3 μm IR spectra of theacenaphthene monomer and dimer are shown in Figure 2 together with the calculated IR spectra of the anti-parallel geometry.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** High-resolution experimental IR spectra of the acenaphthene monomer and dimer (black) in the 3 μm region in combination with calculated IR spectra (red) at the B3LYP-D3/Jun-cc-pVDZ level using a scaling factor for the harmonic frequencies of 0.96.

The trimer spectrum is presented in Supplementary Figure 3 and calculated IR spectra of slipped and T-shaped dimers are displayed in Supplementary Figure 4.

At first sight, the experimental spectra of the monomer, dimer and trimer are quite similar. The effect of complexation is very subtle and manifests itself mostly in the aliphatic region (2800–3000 cm⁻¹) as a redshift of typically 5–6 cm⁻¹ going from the monomer to the dimer. Compared to the dimer, the trimer peak positions do not change significantly (see Supplementary Figure 3). The aromatic region (3000–3150 cm⁻¹) also shows a redshift, although the difference here is smaller (about 2 cm⁻¹) than in the aliphatic region. A more detailed analysis is provided in Supplementary Figures 5 and 6. Considering the lowest-energy structure of the dimer in Figure 1(a), the larger redshift in the aliphatic region compared to shift in the aromatic region is in line with a priori expectations since the aliphatic region is more susceptible to CH-π interactions. The observed redshift thus shows that such interactions are non-negligible and important for assessing the driving forces of complex formation. A similar conclusion is drawn from the observation that the strong band at 2944 cm⁻¹ of the monomer is split in the dimer and trimer spectrum, which is consistent with an induced non-equivalence of the aliphatic CH groups upon complex formation.

The harmonic theory does not include combination bands and resonances and, as a result, it does not predict the appropriate number of bands in the monomer or dimer spectrum [44]. Although anharmonic theory includes these effects, the prediction is not sufficiently accurate to come to a definitive assignment. In addition, the experimental, small change is not predicted at the anharmonic level (see Supplementary Figure 3). A poorly predicted intermolecular potential can be the cause of the incorrectly calculated additional bands and resonances. For this reason, the harmonic calculations, which do show a small change upon complexation, are used in the structural analysis.

The harmonic calculated IR spectra of the monomer and anti-parallel dimer are qualitatively very similar. An analogous analysis for the anharmonic calculations is reported in Supplementary Figure 3. In the aromatic region, a very small blueshift is predicted, whereas the experiment shows a redshift of about 2 cm⁻¹. In the aliphatic region, the calculations predict a significant blueshift upon complexation with the most intense band being shifted by 6 cm⁻¹ upon complexation. This blueshift is predicted in almost all the calculations that we performed in a survey with a broad range of functionals (see theoretical section and Supplementary Figure 1), the M062X-D3 functional being the only one that shows a small redshift. Such a blueshift is at odds...
with the experimentally observed redshift, but might be related to the so-called improper hydrogen bonds [45,46] that are not properly described at the employed levels of theory. Although not of direct importance for the present study, the predicted blueshift nevertheless requires further attention from theoretical studies, not only because of the present observations but also because similar observations were made in studies by Erlekam et al. on the benzene dimer [22]. In the aromatic region, the intermolecular interactions in the (displaced) parallel configuration cause a small decrease in the bond strength of the aromatic CHs resulting in the observed redshift of about 2 cm⁻¹.

3.2. Naphthalene

Since the different configurations of the naphthalene dimer are close in energy, its geometry is still under heavy debate. IR spectroscopy can contribute to the elucidation of its structure [39] since both the CH stretch and CH out-of-plane modes are expected to be affected differently in the possible configurations of the naphthalene dimer. Figure 3 shows the experimental infrared spectrum in the 3 μm region of the naphthalene dimer presented with the IR spectrum of the naphthalene monomer recorded by Maltseva et al. [47]. The experimental spectrum of the monomer and dimer are again qualitatively very similar but with a redshift of about 3 cm⁻¹ upon dimerisation (see Supplementary Figure 7), similar to what was observed in the aromatic region of acenaphthene. The two main bands in the dimer spectrum at 3061 and 3077 cm⁻¹ most likely correspond to the two strong bands in the monomer spectrum at 3065 and 3079 cm⁻¹, their shape appearing to be slightly changed with a shoulder on the red and blue side, respectively. Figure 3 also displays calculated IR spectra in the 3 μm region for the monomer, the T-shaped dimer, the C₂ crossed parallel and the C₁ slipped parallel dimer at the B3LYP-D3/Jun-cc-pVDZ level of theory (see Figure 1(f–h) for geometries and relative energies). The IR spectrum of the monomer calculated at the harmonic level of theory matches qualitatively with the experimental spectrum, i.e. two strong bands are predicted to be separated by approximately the experimentally observed energy. Even though anharmonic calculations are necessary to make a full prediction of the spectrum (see Supplementary Figure 8), we will use these harmonic spectra in the further discussion as a main guide to interpret the effects of complexation in order to avoid unnecessary complications of such a discussion.

The calculated harmonic IR spectra of the dimer can be divided into two groups. The two parallel geometries, C₂ crossed and C₁ slipped, contain equivalent monomer units and lead to infrared spectra that are similar to the monomer spectrum with the main peaks being split as a result of the dimer formation. In contrast, the T-shaped geometry exhibits two non-equivalent monomer units of which one is significantly affected by dimer formation. This results in the activation of previously IR-inactive modes and leads to an IR spectrum that is quite different from the spectra of the parallel geometries and that shows a larger number of bands. The similarity between the experimentally observed IR spectra of the monomer and dimer thus strongly suggests that the dimer adopts a parallel structure and not a T-shaped geometry. Further support for this conclusion is found in the shoulders on the main bands in the experimental spectrum, which can be explained by the splitting of the two main peaks as predicted by theory for the parallel geometries.

The main features in the harmonic calculations of the naphthalene monomer coincide with the features that are predicted in the aromatic region of theacenaphthene monomer. This is not surprising since the aromatic parts of the two molecules are similar. From our studies on acenaphthene we concluded that the dimer predominantly adopts a parallel conformation, and we concluded above for naphthalene that the 3 μm region also suggests a parallel dimer. One might, therefore, expect both molecules to show similar spectral shifts upon dimerisation. Since
such shifts are small, the effect of dimerisation is better visualised in difference spectra constructed by subtracting the IR spectrum of the dimer from that of the monomer, which are depicted in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows that for both molecules overall a similar redshift is observed in the main features, which manifests itself in the difference spectrum as a negative going to positive signal from low to high wavenumbers. The features observed for acenaphthene between 3020 and 3040 cm\(^{-1}\), which are not present in the difference spectrum of naphthalene, result from the coupling between aliphatic and aromatic groups \[44,48\]. Our calculations indicate that the two main bands pointed out by an asterisk in both the spectrum of acenaphthene (3060 and 3072 cm\(^{-1}\) at highest slope) and naphthalene (3063 and 3078 cm\(^{-1}\) at highest slope) are associated with normal modes that are very similar in the two molecules. Our experiments show that both modes undergo a similar shift upon complex formation. This is in line with what would be expected if both molecules would have a similar (parallel) geometric arrangement of the monomer units.

Stronger support for the conclusion that the naphthalene dimer adopts a parallel geometry comes from the difference spectrum in the mid-IR region (Figure 4(b)) where an overall redshift is observed upon complexation. The major advantage of this region is that it is much less affected by Fermi-resonances, since the density of vibrational states is lower and resonances are thus less likely to occur. Therefore, the harmonic calculations here are more reliable than in the 3 μm region \[49\]. Theoretical studies of Bauschlicher and coworkers have shown that a parallel configuration of the monomer units would lead to a redshift \[39\]. Our calculations (Supplementary Figure 2) also predict a redshift of 5 cm\(^{-1}\) for a parallel orientation, which compares well with the experimentally observed redshift of 4 cm\(^{-1}\). For the T-shaped orientation, in contrast, a nonsignificant blueshift is predicted. We recall that for the aliphatic region of the acenaphthene dimer only the M062X-D3 functional correctly predicted the experimentally observed redshift. In order to ensure that the signs and magnitudes of the shifts calculated here at the B3LYP level for the mid-IR region are not

**Figure 4.** (a) Difference spectra (monomer-dimer) of acenaphthene and naphthalene in the aromatic CH stretch region and (b) of naphthalene in the aromatic CH out-of-plane region. In the monomer-dimer difference plot, a redshift manifests itself as a negative going to positive signal from low to high wavenumbers. The CH stretch and the CH out-of-plane region show a redshift of 2–3 and 4 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively, as a result of complex formation.
dependent on the level of theory, we have performed similar calculations with the M062X-D3 functional. These calculations qualitatively give the same results as the B3LYP-D3 calculations (see Supplementary Figure 2) and do not lead to different conclusions.

4. Conclusions

We have presented high-resolution mass-selected IR ion-dip spectra of monomers and clusters of acenaphthene and naphthalene. In combination with quantum chemical calculations, these studies have allowed us to elucidate and evaluate the effects of cluster formation on the infrared signatures and vibrational modes of these molecules. In the case of acenaphthene we have found that the aliphatic CH-π interactions result in a redshift and possible splitting of the corresponding vibrational bands upon dimerisation. Such a redshift in general indicates a weaker bond, and we can thus conclude that the CH-π interaction affects the aliphatic bonds as expected. Interestingly, DFT calculations predict a blueshift, and this is certainly an aspect that deserves further theoretical attention. In the aromatic region of both naphthalene and acenaphthene dimers a similar, small redshift is observed.

Together with the diagnostic features for a particular geometry that the studies on acenaphthene provided, the experimental and theoretical results obtained for the naphthalene dimer provide strong indications that this dimer predominantly adopts a parallel configuration. Firstly, the naphthalene dimer high-resolution IR spectrum shows a large resemblance with the parallel acenaphthene dimer IR spectrum in the aromatic CH stretch region. Secondly, the CH out-of-plane band is redshifted, which is a strong diagnostic feature of a parallel configuration. Our experiments thus support the theoretical prediction of a prevalent parallel configuration of the naphthalene dimer in which π-π stacking interactions are enabled. This is in line with the general idea that π-π stacking interactions become significant for stacked monomers with more than 10–15 carbon atoms.
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